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We reviewthe basic theoreti~ methodsusedto treatsmall-anglescatteringfromporous

materials, treated as general two-phase systems, and also the ba4c experimental

techniquesfor oarryirsgout suchexperiments. We discuss the special forms of the

scatteringwhen the materiatsexhibitmass or surface fraotalbehavior, and review the

results of recent experiments on several types of porousmedia and also SANS

experimentsprobingthe phase behavior of binary fluid mixturesor polymer solutions

confrsedin porousmaterials.finally, wc discussthe amrtogowtechniqueof off-specuhu

scatteringhorn surfaces and interfaces which is used to study surface roughnessof

VSSiOUSkinds.

1 Introduction

Small-angleX-ray scattering (SAXS)and small-angleneutron scattering (SANS) ate

by now well-established techniques to study the structure of materials on length-

sealesof 20A - 10p.. We shall not attempt to cover the impotiant applications &

these techniques in the field of biology, polymer science or metallurgy, but

concentrateon studies of microporous materials, tictally aggregated objects, etc.

While these techniques provide indirect information about the sample, which in

general must be fitted by models, they have the advantage of providing in-situ

global statistical data on the sample and are not sensitive to sample environments,
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A particular advantageof SANS as opposed to SAXS is the ability to contrast-

match selectedportions of the sample and this has been explored in many areas as

we shall see.

A somewhat related technique is that of &Ike or off-specularscattering fiwn

surfhcesand interfiweswhichprovidesinformationabout such systems analogous to

the informationsmall-angle scattering provides about bulk systems, and this will be

discussed at the end of this lecture,

The basic methodology of small-angle scattering has been discussed in a variety

of excellent reviews, ‘4and we shaIl simply review that part of the fonmdism which

is relevant to the study of porous matenaIs. Neglecting any inelastici~ in the

scattering, the number of particlesper second scattered by a sample into a detector

is given by
I = S (@(lO/A)(@ (1)

where L is the number of particlesper second in the incidentbeam of cross-sectional

area A, (A@ is the solid angle subtended at the sample by the detector, S (Q) is

the scatteringfunctioncharacterizingthe sample and Q is the so-called wavevector

transferdefied by

Q=ki-kf

(2)

where kij kf are the wavevectors of the incident and scattered radiation

respectively. The magnitude of Q is given by Q = 2koSin @ where 20 is the

angle of scattering , where k. = 27t/ ~, ~ being the wavelength of the incident

radation. In general the small angle regime is defined by Q<ck S (Q) in general

is a fi.mctionof the averageof the instantaneous positions of all the particles in the

scattering system, but in the small-angle regime (definedroughly by the range O <

Q < 0.3A-’) we may ignore the atomic and molecular structure of the constituents

and deal only with the spatial variations (on length scales from a fw nm on up) &
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the “~ (SLD) ()(r) of the sample. For SANS experiments,

p(r) is defined by

p(r) = ~ bin,(r) (3)

where bi is the nuclear scattering length S

associated number density of such nuclei,

detlnedby

i

of nucleus of type i, and ni(r) is the

while fm SAXS experiments, P(r) is

p(r) = (e2/mc2)n~1(r) (4)

where the f%ctor(e2/mc2)is the Thompson scattering length of the electron, and

m(r) is the electron number density. Since a @fbrm scattering length density

does not scatter radiation (except in the f- direction), S(Q) will depend only

on the deviations of p(r) about its RIML or what is ref~ to as the ~.

The Kinematic or Born approximation to the scattering [6], where multiple

scattering efkcs am neglected, then yiekis fm the scattering function S(Q) the

expression

S(Q) = ~~drdr’(8p(r)3p(r’ ))eiQ(f-r) = ~~drdr’y(r - r’)eiQ(r’-r)[5 J

where the statistical averageis taken over the whole system. (This statement has to

be modified if the incident radiation is highly ~ as discussed at the end &

this lecture.) It is commonly assumed that such an avenge depends only on the

magnitude of R = r- r’, fw an isotropic and translationally invariant random

porous medium. In Eq. (5), ~p(r) is definedas the fluctuationiimmthe avemge

SLD as explained above. If we are dealingwith a particulatesystem (or a system &

random cavities) and these m t%renough apart that the interferenceeffbctsbetween

the scattering tlom differentparticles (which will occur at values of Q typically cf

order (2z/d) where d is the averageinterparticledistance) are not important in the

mnge of Q studied in the experiment, then Eq.(5) simplifies to
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where the sum is over all particles, vi is the volume of the i* particle, Ap is its

SLD contrast with the averagemedium (assumed uniform throughout the particle

and the same for all particles)and f is its form factordefinedby

where the integral is over the particle volume. tn general, one can make a spherical

avemgeof ~2(Q) and assume some law of polydispersity in size of the particles to

cany out the weighted sum in Eq.(6). IrI such a restrictive case (dilute system d

random particles), by making an expansion for small Q, one finds that

whae

R;= ~(l/vi )Jviiir. rz (9)

is the average “ .
~ of the particles. Eq.(8) suggests (at least fm small

Q).E this case the approximation /. \

‘(ws(Oxxp[-iR~Q2J(lo)

which is the famous Guinier approximation*fw scaling Ilom a dilute system cf

uniform particles. As we shail see in Section 2, thk is of Iimited usefidness in the

case of a real random porousmedium.

2 Scattering from Porous Media

Contrary to what one might think initially, it is rare to fmd a porous material that

consists of tiny isoIatedvoids randomly embedded in a solid material. For such a

simple (but unrealistic) case, one may employ Babinet’s principle and use the

formula fbr scattering iiom a collection of particles and include polydispersity to

obtain the dependence of S(Q) on the pore size distribution as discussed in the
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previous section. A more realistic representation for a porous solid is in terms of a

two-phase random or bicontinuousmedium (see Fig. 1) where one phase is simpIy

the pore space and the other the solid phase, assumed to be of uniform scattering

length density at least fm length scales > I/Qm~ Since we can imagine the pore

space being filIed with liquid in some cases, let us generally assume the SLD in

these two phases to be p, and @ , respectively. Following Ref[7], let the

volume tictions of the two phases be $1and ~, respectively, ($1 +$2 = 1). The

average SLD of the system is given by

F= 44P] +@2P2 (11)

The effective SLD contrastsfor phase 1and phase 2 ae given by

n ‘P1 -F=$2(P1 -P2)=0243 (12)

912= P2-F= -$1(PI -P2) = -$,AP

Let us pick at random two points (A,13)in the system separatedby a distance R.

Let Pl, (R) bethe~ robability that if point A is in phase 1, then point

B is also in phase 1. Similarly for Pu(R), Pz@l), and Pz@). Obviously, by

deftition

P1l(R) + P12(R) = 1

and P21(R)+ P22(R) = 1

The absolute probability that both points are in phase 1may

must be given by

ijl(R) = @lP1l(R)

Similarly

(13)

be called PI l(R) and

(14)

~12(R) = @1P12(R) = ~21(R) = $2p21(R) (bYsymmew) (15)

and ~22(R) = 4)ZP2JR)

(16)

Let us define a function YO(R) such that

P,t(R) = 01 + $2Yo(R) (17)
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Then by Eq.(15)

P12(R) = $2- $2yo(R) (18)

By Eq.(17)

P21(R) = +1 - @lyo(R) (19)

and again by Eqs.(18)&(15)

PZJR) = $Z +$lyo(R) (20)

From the above argmnents,we have horn Eq. (5),

Y(R) = (&p(r)6p(r’)) = (3p(0)i5p(R))

= q:~ll(R)+ 2q1q2~12(R) + q:~n(R) (21)

whereR= r’- r and we have assumed overall statisticaltranslational invariance.

By Eqs. (14)-(21),we thus have after some algeb~

y(R) = (Ap)2@j2yo(R) (22)

so that

S(Q) = V(Ap)2$11$2~ dRyo(R)e-iQ+R (23)

where V is the samp[evolume.

Assuming ‘YO(R)to be isotropic, Eq.(23) maybe simplified to

()
S(Q) = V(AP)2+l@2f;~4ZR2Yo(R) ‘~RR (24)

Note that, by definition, RI(0) = fi2(0) = 1 and fiz(o) =~l(o) =0

which by Eqs. (17)-(20) implies that YO(0)=1. Note also that by Eq. (24),

S(0) = V(Ap)2@I@. (25)

Where

Vc = f: dR4zR2yo (R) (26)

and is called the ~ volume. If this volume is larger than the finite

~ volue of the mdiation (typical neutron coherencelengths being - a *

hundred angstroms at best f= such experiments) then the integral in Eq.(26) is

reduced to being only over the radiation coherencevolume. The inverse Fourier
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transformof Eq.(24) yields a way of obtaining Y.(R) directly &omthe

S(Q)

YO(R) = 1, j;@,2MQ)(a)
27c2V(Ap) 4)1$2

Using the relation YO(0) = 1, we obtain

Qp = \;dQQ2s(Q) = 27c2v(@24@2

measured

(27)

(28)

where Q ~ (proportional to the integml of S(Q) over alI Q) k called the FQmd

_ [21~d *S not depend on the detailed morphologyof the pore structure.

‘Ihe correlation volume can be obtained from S(0) if it can be reliably extrapolated
flom finiteQ values and Q~ can be obtained fiwmEq. (28). Let us now consider

the small R expansion of YO(R). It can be provedz that fm _ internal

Yo(R)=l-R/7+... (29)

Whae
11

—(s/v)
?= 4@1@2

(30)

where ~ is a mean chord length (averagedacross the pores and the solid), and S is

the intemaI surbce ama of the pores. Then, substituting in Eq.(24) fw S(Q),

integrating by parts and keeping the Ieading term as Q + 00 (for this purpose we

neglect oscillatory terms in the integral, which avenge out except fw perfkctly

()
regular systems), we obtain the large Q Q >> ~ behaviorof S(Q)

S(Q) =2X(AP)27Q4 (31)

which is the faous Porod’sLawz fm the asymptotic form of the scattering at large

Q(See Fig. 2a). A useful relation, usingEqs.(31) and (28) is

S/V = @,$2 /Qp&.I(Q4S(Q)) (32)
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Thus the internal surfkce-to-volumeratio for a porous material can be found thin

scattering experiments alone (if @I and @z are known) and can be checked fix

consistency against separatemeas~ments of the interns! surfacearea and porosity

(e.g., from vapor pressure isotherm and porosimetry measurements). Porod’s IXW

is not always obeyed in the sense that, for many porous materials, asymptotic

power laws fm S(Q) - Q-v have been observed, where V varies between 3 and 4 ~

(see Fig. 2b). This can be explained in terms of a rough internal - which at

these length scales (of order Q-l) behaves Iike a ~ surtkce. This

will be discussed in the next section. For such surf%es,WV changes with l/Q in

Eq. (34), reflectingthe &t that fm a W surfhcethe areadepends on the length

scale chosen.

Turning now to specificmodels fbr 70(R), one &

the best-known expressions is due to Debye, Anderson, and Brurnberge~7], who

basically used a statistical model for the porous medium so that ~O(R) was given

by the expression resulting fkomPoisson statistics:

yO(R) = e-wa (33)

where a is a length that can be taken as characterizingeither the averagepore size or

grain size (for a porous medium consisting of compactedgrains). This results in an

expressionfor S(Q)given by

S(Q) = 8zV(Ap)2$i@2a3 /(1 + Q2a2)2 (34)

which has the asymptotic form of Porod’s Law (Eq.(31) and is equivalent to putting

~ = a in Eqs. (29) and (30).

Fig. 2(a) shows smaI1-angIex-ray scattering from a series of silica gels,* which

are porous materials produced by sintering aggregations of silica particles, as

exhibited in the micrograph in Fig.3. The curves show superpositions of S(Q) fix

several such gels (with appropriate scaling for each of the axes) and am seen to

collapse on a single curve, showing that scattering from each member of this fmily
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of gels has the same form,except for a single adjustable length scale, the size of the

“building block particles”. This Iength scale is obtained by fitting the intermediate

to large Q parts of S(Q) to the formof Eq. (34). (Pored’s Law is obeyed quite well

here, indicating relatively smooth internal surfhces.) At small Q, the S(Q) rises

according to a diffknmtpower law, which is related to a mass-fiactalstructure cf

inhomogeneities existing at large tength scales (discussed later).

Vycor glass is extremelypopular as a “model porous medium” for a variety &

experiments. It is produced by spinodal decomposition on quenching a borosilicate

melt htn high temperature,resulting in a phase separation of a boron-rich phase

and a silica-rich phase. The fOrmeris then removed by acid leaching leaving the

pore space, and the materialresembles that shown in Fig.4, i.e., a bicontinuous 2-

phase system resulting fbm the late stages of spinodal decomposition. As might

be expecte& a characteristic quasi-periodicity exists in this structure (the

distribution of distances from an internal surface into a pore through the solid and to

the next pore surt%ceis peaked around a characteristiclength of 250A, the avemge

pore diameter being 80A and the porosity being typically 28%), and S(Q) fir

VycorS1lshows a peak as illustrated in Fig. 2b (as measured by SANS). Note that

the asymptotic slope (on a log-log plot of S(Q)) shows an exponent of 3.5 instead cf

the Porod exponent of 4, indicating a fhwtallyrough surbce at small length scales,

as will be discussed in the next section. (However, this deviation may also be due

to compositional inhomogeneitiesat the interface.)

A simple and intuitively appealing method of characterizingthe morphology cf

a two-phase porous medium is in terms of M distributions across each of the two

phases (e.g. solid-occupiedspaceand pore space) as indicated schematically in Fig.

1, i.e. the probability distribution of lengths along a particular direction between

one interfaceand the next. (For an isotropic porous medium, these distributions

will obviously be independent of the direction chosen.) There are obvious

similarities to the definition of the Debye Iinction Y.(R). It has not proved
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possible, however, to rigorously express S(Q) in terms of such chord

distributions, without tier restrictive assumptions. For a random bicontinuous

porous medium, the most obvious assumption which suggests itself is that the

probabilities of intersectingsuccessive solid-pore and pore-solid interfacesdepend

SK&on the chord distributionsand are otherwise totally uncorrelatedwith previous

or successive intersections. it is then possibIe to devise a formal expression fix

YO(R) ‘2,but writing down an explicit closed-formexpression fix S(Q) is diflicult

except in special cases. An explicit form fw S(Q) was devised by Lin and Sinha13

using a simple phenomenologicalmodel similar in spirit to that of Mering and

Tchoubar 12,but with more restrictive assumptions.

A more sophisticated model has been given by Berk *4starting fl-omthe so-

called Cahn constructionforan internalsurface, resulting flom choosing contours d

the fbnction

F(r) = ~~co~(ki “r+$i)
i

(35)

where ki are a set of N vectors random in direction but having a narrow

distribution in length, and @iarea set of random phases. One then chooses a cut-

off value for this function,so that all points for which F(r) is smalIer than this cut

off can be caiIed“porespace”and all points for which F(r) is greater can be called

“sotid”. For the special case of so-called isometric topology, where this cut-offhas

the value zero and $1=$z,Berk proves the remarkablyelegant result
ye(R) = (2/z) arcsin[jo(kR)] (36)

while fbr the generidcase, he derives an expression fw yo(R) in terms of a power-

series expansion ofj@R). Herej. is the spherical Bessel function, and k is the

magnitude of the wavevectors ki. In practice, one averages jo(kR) over a narrow

distribution of k centeredabout some mean value. Using this formalism, Berk has

calculatedS(Q) fimctionswhichremarkablyresemble the scattering fkomspinodally

decomposed systems, such as Vycor, as well as bicontinuous microemulsion
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phases. 14These show the characteristicpeak at finite Q seen in the scattering fiwn

such systems.

Another analytic formfor S(Q) for such systems has beengiven by Teubner and

Streyls based on Ginsburg-Landaubee energy theoryand maybe written as

S(Q) = V(87c/~)(Ap)2Cz /(al + C1Q2 + C2Q4) (37)

where ~ is the correlation length and al, Cl, Czare constants. This corresponds to

a Debye comelationfhnction

70(R) =& ‘R’Csin(2mR/d) (38)

where d is a typical domain size. The form of Y.(R) I@ects the quas@eriodic@

of the medium, and Eq. (37) has been successfidly used to fit bicontinuous

microemulsion data. R possesses the characteristicpeak (as seen in Vycor, &

instance).

Chen et aI1shave introduced a modification of Be&s model which bonows,

some concepts also from the Teubner-Strey model. Their yo(R)is obtained from an

expression similar to Eq. (36) but with jJkR) (which in Berk’smodel is realIy the

two-point autoccxrelationfiction of F (I’) in Eq. (35)) replaced by the Fourier

transform of an inversesixth-orderpolynomial in k which contains three parameters

& b, c. These authors also derive an expression fm the averageGaussian curvature

of the interhce in terms of these parameters, and are thus able to obtain values tix

this curvature by fitting S(Q) for an isometric bicontinuousmicroemulsion.le

Another model fw a spinodally decomposed system at late times has been

developed by Li and Ross.}’ These authors use arguments to show that if

magnitudes of allowed wavevectorshave a very narrowrange centeredon k., then
S(Q) may be written as
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S(QJ = C(F2(@)*{@ + (Q - k.)’q’]--++ (Q+ ko)’g’]} (39)
o

where C is a constant, F (Q) is a “pore fbrm titer” and ~ represents a correlation

length for the decay of the sinusoidal concentration fluctuationsassociated with the

spinodal decomposition. Using this form, Li and Ross wem able to get a

remarkably good fit to the scattering from Q Vycor glass.17

It is to be noted that since all these forms are based on smooth internal surtkces,

they cannot reproduce anything except an asymptotic Q4 behavior fm S(Q),

although the model of Ref. [13] gives a prescription fix modiij4mgthe S(Q) in the

case of roughness.

3 Scattering from Fractal Systems

We next consider porous soli& produced by the rather tenuous aggregation of smaIl

or colloidal particles, which otlen have local mass-t?actalstructure. Many types cf

silica gels, xerogels, and aerogelsare of this we. Scatteringexperiments can often

provide valuable clues regarding the process of formation of such porous solids.

These materials can have extremely high (up to - 98%) porosity and still stay

amazingly rigid. For such systems Eq. (5) may be written as

S(Q) = Nf2(Q)(Ap)2 \dR g(R) e“iQ”R (40)

where N is the total number of particles, ~Q)is the avemgefm-fhctor (or Fourier

transform of the shape fimction of the individual particles), (Ap) is the contrast

between the SLD of the particleand that of the embeddingmedium (usually vacuum

or some solvent), and gfRJ is the pair-distribution functionfor the centers of the

particles, i.e., the probability per unit volume that given a particle center at the

origin, another center can be found at a distance R. This is a fimction of the
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magnitude R only, and for a fiactaiobject can be obtained t?omthe definition that

within a radius R there are on the avemge CR” particles (whereC is a constant and

D is the mass flactal dimension).1$By differentiating,we obtain

4zR2g(R)dR = DCR&ldR (41)

or g(R) - RD-3 (42)

In general (NX3, so that the 3D Fourier transformof g(R) yields an S(Q) which

goes as Q“. However, fiactaicorrelations exist ordy up to a finite Iength scale (a

typical cluster size) and may also not be obeyed at short length scales, e.g., neamt

neighbor distances.

Neglectingthe lattereffect(whichaffkts only the large Q behavior of S(Q)), we

can take ftite cluster sizes into account by choosing insteadof Eq. (42), a modified

form for g(R), i.e.*93

g(R) = 6(R)+ ARD-3e-R]% + C’ (43)

where the delta-functionat the origin is due to the particle correlation “with itself”,

A and C’are constantsand ~ represents the correlationlength of the fiwctal. This

expression may be Fourier transformed to yield fm Eq. (40) the expression

(neglecting the forwardscattering at Q = O),

[

S(Q) = Nf2(Q)Ap2 1+
A [l+ Q2~2]~sin[(D-l)tan-l(Qg)]

(1+Q2~2)% Q~ D-1 1(44)
As expected, provided Q is much less than the inverseof the panicle size a, S(Q)

behaves like Q-D for Q>>~-land saturates when Q- ~i. For QI much less than the

particle size, S(Q) behaves like the square of the single particle form factor?(Q) and
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eventuallyrolls off as Q4 if the particlesare smooth or as Q-v (3 < V <4) if the

particlesare firwtallyrough.z’ The above expression has been successfullyused to

tit the scatteringfrom a varietyof fi-actalsystems and to study the dependenceof D,

and ~ on porosity. Fig. 5 shows S(Q) fbr a series of acid-catalyzedaerogels by

Frisken et al.” fitted to the above expression and indicating the corresponding

values of the parameters D, ~. It maybe seen that there is a slight tendency for both

D and< to _ as the pH of the solution tlom which these samples wem grown

~ at constant porosity. By studying silica gels in situ during the formation

process, the evoIution of{ with time as the tktal clusters grow and saturate has

also been studied.=

As discussed in the previous section, the asymptotic format large Q of S(Q) fi

many porous solids in practice does not obey Porod’sLaw (Qq) but rather Q’ where

v is an exponent between 3 and 4. This was first explained by Bale and Schmidt2~

in terms of an internal surfhcewhich is not smooth (as assumed by the Porod

theory) but is actually a self-similarH Surfhce.i$From the “tiling” definition cf

such a surface**these authorswere able to show that the small R expansion of yO(R)

in Eq. (29) should be replacedby

YO(R)=l-CR3-D~ +.... (45)

where D, is the stu%aceflactal dimension of the internal surllwe,and C is a constant.

Wong and Braym have pointed out that Eq. (45) needs to be considered more

camfidly as it gives completely the wrong result as D,+3, predicting vanishing

small angle scattering. In f%ctthey showed that the factorC contains (3-D,) in the

denominator, and deduced for S(Q) in the asymptotically large Q limit,
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~(~) = z(Ap)2S#2Ds-217(5 - D,)sin[z(3 - D,)/2]

(3- DJ@-D$
(46)

which must replaceEq. (31). In this expression SZis the “smooth” surlhce~

measured at the length scale 12wham the surfhceIhctal behavior cuts 06 and r is

the gamma fimction. Eq. (46) yields finite scattering as D,+3, as it should.

Measurementson porous media by Hurd et al?s have found that inclusion of the (3-

DJ fhctor in the prehtor to Eq. (46) yields the comect BET surl%ceam h

scatteringdata.

Note that for a smooth surface,D,=2 and Pored’s Law is recovered, In general

20S so that measurementof the exponent v can be used to obtain the surface

fhctal dimension. Schmidt and co-workershave shown that a variety of porous

systems particularly coals and charcoals21*have fiactaldmensions greater than 2.

Wong et al?’ have shown, in a series of SANS experimentson various rocks, that

these also have surfacefractaldmensions largerthan 2 (andoften close to 3). Most

measuredsamples of Vycor*il also exhibit a value of the exponent v close to 3.5,

indicating a value of D, of -2.5.

Self-similarfhctal surfacesare howeveronly one possiblekind of rough surfkce.

Another common form of roughness (typically seen in films and other surhces) is

sehffme roughness,definedb~=

g(R) = ([8z(R) - 3Z(0)]2) = CR2h (47)

when his the self-afiine roughness exponent and has the range O<h<l and 5z(R)

is the height fluctuationabovethe averagesurface at lateral position R. The root-
1

mean-squareheight deviation [g(R)]Z alwaysbecomes much less than R for huge

enough R so that such surfaces look flat at large enough length scales, but at small
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(length scales R < cllzfl-hl ) such surfhcesapproach self-similar fiactal surfhces.

Their surface fiactal dimensionD, is related to h by
D,=3-h (48)

Wong29fmt showed that the asymptotic form of S(Q) for an isotropic avemge cf

suchsurfaceshad the form

S(Q) - A/Q4 +B/Q3+h (49)

The first term is Porod’sLawarising from the larger lengthscale (smooth) behavior,

while tim Eq. (48) the second term is seen to be identical to the Bale-Schmidt

form in Eq. (46). Eq. (49) was also derived by Sinha et rd.znusing a diflmnt

method. Clearly the second term will dominate the asymptotic behavior at large

enough Q, although the Q4 term may get mixed up with other behavior at

intermediateQ and thus it is often difficult to decide whetheran internal surt%ceis

self-similarlyor seIf-aflinelyrough.

In any case, we have the genemIbehavior fw S(Q) fir a large class of porous

materials produced by aggregation(and sintering) of colloidal or granular particles

first sketched by Sc&i%r and co-workers” and shown schematically in Fig.6. At

large Q, where we are sensitive only to the shortest length scales (i.e. the internal

swfhces)we see power-lawbehavior characteristicof surfhcefi’actals(with Porod’s

Law being the limiting case of D,=2) and at intermediate Q (Q-* ~ the particle

size),we cross over to the power-lawchamcteristicof the mass flactal behaviorof the

ptuticIe aggregates,while at small Q (Q-12aggregateclustersize), S(Q) saturates.

In general, it is not possible to have a regime of length scales over which non-

trivial and dif@zII surhce and mass fiactal dimensions simultaneously pertain to

the solid, although the general form for S(Q) in this regime has been derived by

Ball and Sinha30and has the form

S(Q) - l/Q(2D-D’) (50)
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In all known physically realizable cases, however, this result reduces to those

discussed above. For instance,for a tlactd aggregateof particles of dimension D, at

length scales greater than the particle size D,=D, the surfkcearea contained inside a

radius R is obviously proportional to the number of particles inside this radius, and

thus we obtain S(Q)-QD. On the other hand fir length scales smaller than the

particle size, the particle looks solid and thus D=3, while D, is given by the particle

surfke iiactal dimension and we recover S(Q)-Q<=J. A non-trivial limit occtus

when D, D,+3. This correspondsto the case of a porous solid which is sufficiently

compacted that both the mass and the internal .sur@cebecome ~ space-

filliig. Such solids should yield a scaling law of S(Q)-Q3 as also predicted by the

theory of Wong and Brayz’but not the result of Bale and Schmidt.21

It is to be noted that the surface fkactaldimensionfor the internal pore surfacecan

in principle also be determined tim the ~ definhion of such a dimension,

namely that the number of molecules of linear diameterd adsorbedon such a surliwe

is proportional to (d-DS) assuming the adsorption is determined only by

geometrical constraints. This idea has been used by Avnir and co-workers31to

derive D, fm a variety of porous materials based on adsorption measurements.

Unfortunately, this value of D, may be misleading (or even in some cases greater

than 3, which is clearly non-physical) due to interaction efkts between the

adsorbate molecules and between these molecules and the surface. Scattering

measurements of D, should

purely geometricalfactors.

be much more reliable since they are determined by

3 Small Angle Scattering Studies of Fluids Confined in Porous Media

The behavior of fluids in confined pore spaces is of obvious interest and most

conveniently susceptible to study by SANS techniques. This is because it is



possible to fill the pores with a fluid whose SLD exactly matches that of the solid,

thus removing the scattering tlom the pore structure itsel~ thereby reducing the 2-

phase system to a l-phase system. The only fluctuations which will then scatter

radiation are deviations tiom the ~ density, which will be fluctuations in the

fluid itself.

A problem which has been studied by several groups by both SANS and light

scattering techniques is that of the phase separation of a binary fluid mixture

confined in a porous medhun, such as Vycor glass or an aerogel.lH1 A convenient

system for such studies is a mixture of water and (2,6) lutidine, which in bulk has

an inverted phase diagram (with a homogeneous phase at low temperatures, and

phase separationoccurringat* temperatures).The critical concentration in the

bulk mixture is 31.2% lutidme, and the critical temperatureis 33*C. In the vicinity

of the critical point in the singIe phase region, a bulk mixture shows critical

fluctuations obeying 3D Ising-likebehavior. The behavior in Vycor glass as seen by

light scattering37”41is very dii%nmtand indicative of the eflkctsof confinement and

pref&entialwetting of the pores (typically 80A in diameter), with weak or non-

existent critical fluctuationsand long-time relaxation and hysteresis effkctswith

temperature in the 2-phaseregion. SANS data horn such a system36’37as a fimction

of temperature is shown in Fig. 7. In order to study the concentration fluctuations

in the fluid alone, without the complications from the scattering due to the

solid/liquid contrast the homogeneousphase was taken to be contrast-matched with

the Vycor using the appropriatemixture of H20, D20 and lutidine. (The &t that

Vycor preferentiallyabsorbedlutidine km the supematant solution complicated the

task of ensuring that the final single-phase mixture inside the Vycor was nominally

critical and contrast-matched but this was achieved by a systematic study &

dfierent initial mixtures39.The “Vycor peak” at Q- 0.025 (see Fig. 2b) is absent

due to the contrast- matching with the silica (see Fig. 7), but a peak at a larger

value of Q (-0,035A1) was observed in the data. This peak was identified as due to
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a “skin”of Iutidine-richliquid adsorbedon the internalpore surfaces, as proved by a

complementary experiment, in which a similar layer of hydrocarbon chains was

attached to the internalpore surthceof Vycor inside a contrast-matchingsolution cf

H/D toluene in the pores. The peak at the same Q was clearly observed (see Fig. 8)

and was used to subtract tithe “skin” scattering tlom the observed S(Q) tlom the

Vycor/water/iutidinemixture i.e. from the observed data in Fig. 7. The remaining

scattering was fitted by the sum of a Lorentzian to representthe critical fluctuations

(which turned out to have a very small amplitude) and a Lorentzian-squaredterm

(with a difkent length-scale)to rep~ent the formationof microdomains of phase-

separated water-rich and ]utidine-rich phases in the 2-phase region (see Eq.(34)).

The fitted curves are shown in Fig. 7. A good fit was obtained, with the domain

size saturating in the 2-phase region at the 80A length-scale of the Vycor pores.

This provided partial confirmationof the phase diagram obtained theoretically by

Liu et ala for a fluid mixture phase separating inside a finite tube. In their phase

diagram (see Fig. 9), the system goes tkom a “tube” phase (lutidme-nch “skin”

liming the pore walls) to a “capsule”-likephase (“skin” and capsules of water-rich

phase withii the tubes) as the temperature is raised into the 2-phase region.

A similar study was carried out by Frisken et al?9 in the much more open

structuresof a seriesof silica gels using a D20 lutidine mixture. In this case, the

scattering was interpreted as that tim a dispersed flactal structure of the silica

flamewo~ together with the associated static concentrationvariations induced in

the fluid by the preftience of the silica for wetting itselfwith Iutidine, in addition to

spontaneous critical fluctuations in the fluid. Thus this model is similar in spirit to

the well-known “RandomField Ising Model”which was initially proposed for such

systems.32.33

Following Eq.(5) we may write

W= +(aP(Q)~P*(Q)) (51)
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where 3p(Q) is the Fourier transform of the SLD fluctuation ~p(r), ~

$,(r), @l(r),$W (r) am respectivelythe local volume &actionsof silica, lutidine

and D20 and their fluctuationshorn the mean are ~~, ~ *,~ ~, then

P(Q) = PA(Q)+ PA(Q)+ Pw4b(Q) (52)

where p~pl,p. are the SLDS of silic~ Iutidineand water respectively.

Since

M,+ N,+WW’O (53)

we obtain from Eq. (52)

6P(Q) = (p, -P#$s((2)+ (P] ‘pw)@I@) (54)

Let us ignore spontaneous critical concentration fluctuations in the liquid tbr the

moment and concentrateon the response of the Iutidine concentrationto the silica

concentrationvia the “wetting” interaction. Assuming liiear response, WISmay

formallybe written as

W(Q)=c4Q*’WMQ) (55)

where a(~,T) may be written in the Ornstein-Zernikeform

?1ct(Q,T) = -~
so(T)

@l+@w+l+Q2~2
(56)

(The constant term in Eq. (56) is thereto account for the excluded vohune decrease

of lutidine concentrationdue to the presenceof the silica, even in the absence &

wetting, i.e., when m=O).

Using Eqs, (54-56) in Eq. (51), we obtain

s(Q) ‘$(P, ‘Pw)+(P, -Pw)dQ3)l@dQ)@:(Q)) 67)

But the scattering nom the silica gel itself in pure DzOmay be written as

S,,(Q)‘$[P, -Pw~(@s(Q)~:(Q)) @V
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so that the scattering flwmthe binary fluid mixture may be expressed in terms (f

S~g(Q)(memuti in a sepamteexperiment)and ct(Q,T) as

[ 1
2

S(Q) = 1i- “ - ‘w (K(Q,T) S,~(Q) (59)
Ps - Pw

To this must be added the pure critical fluctuations in the fluid given by

%JQ)=(PI‘Pw)2X/(1 + Q2E2) (60) “

and a background term. Such an expressionwas found to provide an extremely good

fit (Fig. 10) to the data fm a wide mnge of temperatures and concentrations

throughout the one-phaseregion of the pure system. The fw fitting parameters
used were ~, ~, ~. and a constantbackground term B.

The results showed that ~ increasedtowards the critical tempennure, as did

a. and z, although the accumcywas not sufficientto determine any critical

exponents (in add”tion to the fact that the concentration of the ‘%ee” flui~ that

which is not ‘%ozen” in the wetting iayers, is also changing with temperamre).

‘Ilk behavior appears to be Miaent to the behavior observed in Vycor. cto was

also found m to scale with ~, which would be expected from a simple linear

response theory, indicating that the wetting response of the fluid near the silica

surface is probablynon-liiear as might be expected. In the 2-phase region, S(Q)

could be representedby

‘(Q)= (l+:~g:y “’S’’(Q) “1)

plus a constant background term, i.e., scattering due to the silica gel in an efkctive

unifom fluid plus scattering t%omdomains (see Eq. (34)) indicating that sharp

interfacesbetweenphase separateddomainshad formed. Eq. (61) is similar in spirit

to the model of Debye et al.,’ and the models used by Wong et al.42and Lin et al.yd

to describe hzen domains. cd was too hrge to measure accurately. Within the

instrumental resolution, the first term in Eq. (6I) effitively looked like Porod
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scattering. These domains also appeartd to coamen with increasing time, as

observed by an increase in the amplitude of the Q4 term (proportional to the

interracialarea by Eq, (31)).

The conformationof polymers confined inside pore spaces is also of interest.

At fnt thought it would appeardiflicult to get a polymer whose equilibrium mdius

of gyration Rg in solution is greater than a typical pore size to enter the porous

medium. However, it turns OU$as predicted theoretica11y43that fiorn a sufficiently

concentrated(semi-dilute or more concentrated)polymer solution osmotic pressure

will force the polymer chains to enter the pores, the criterion being roughly that the

correlation length ~ in the semi-dilute solution be comparable to the pore size.

This was observed in SANS experiments by Lrd et al.” whew polystyrene (PS)

chains of equilibrium radius of gyration as large as 300A were imbibed into cleaned

Vycor glass fkomsemi-dilutesolutions in times ranging flom hours (for the smallest

chains) to 65 days (for the largest chains). This was verifiedby first studying the

SANS tlom the virgin Vycor sample with a contrast-matchedsolvent (deutemted

dichloromethane) in the pores (which showed no characteristic“Vycor peak”) and

comparing it with the imbibed Vycor in which the Vycor peak had reappea@

indicating that PS chains entering the Vycor had destroyed the contrast-matching

condition.

For the SANS experimentsa mixture of hydrogenatedand deuterated PS chains

of equal molecular weights (h4W) (h-PS and d-PS respectively),and hydrogenated

and deuterated toluene solvent (h-toIuene and d-toluene) was used. The SANS

experiment can be made sensitive to the conformation of ~ PS chains

inside the Vycor if the followingtwo conditions are simultaneouslymet:

1)The h-, d-toluene mixtureexactly contrast matches the silica of the Vycor. (This

was determined by carefidsubsidiary contrast matching experiments using varying

h-, and d-toluene concentrations.)
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2) The concentration of h-PS and d-PS chains is chosen such that the averagedSLD

of the chains exactly matchesthat of the solvent.

Under these conditions it may be shown” that only single chain fluctuations

will contribute to the observed S(Q) which thus measures the fomn-fhctoror

conformation of simple chains. Experiments were done fw a variety of PS

molecular weights. A typical S(Q) curve for PS of MW 75K in toiuene in Vycor is

shown in Fig. 11. The results were compared with the S(Q) fw the same chains in

dilute solution in toluene (i.e. “free”chains). A Debye%rmtionfit (appropriateto

flee Gaussian chains in a good solvent)” was made to both sets of data. Such a

procedure is valid for obtaininga radius of gyration liom the small Q region where

the fit is reasonably goo~ although at large Q both curves deviate. The radius d

gyration of the confinedchainswere obtained to be alwayssmaller than the radius d

~tion of the free chains in the equivalent bulk solution. The &e chains in dilute

solution yield an S(Q) that deviates from the l/Q2 Debye-like behavior due to

exckied volume eflkcts(yielding Q-]”, where V is the Flory exponent43). The

chains in the Vycor deviatedue to confonnational changesarising flom confinement

in the tube-like pores. These were interpreted in terms of the theory developed by

Daoud and de Gennes4Sand Brochard and de Gennes.ti Briefly, the theory takes

into account four main effectswhich govern the behaviorof chains confined in non-

adsorbing cyhxirical pores. These are the confinementof the chains by the cylinder

walls, which squeezes the chains laterally, the intrachain exciuded volume efiixt

which swells the chains and stretches them along the cylinder axis, the entropic

elasticity of the chains which limits this stretching, and the interchain interactions

which may also lead to segregationof the chains. Thus the polymer chains are

stretched out into “cigars” along the tubes, which may at high concentrations

segregate from each other (strong confinement limit) or overlap in an entangled

manner (moderate confinementregime) and thus no longer be stretched along the
cylinder axis. In the lattercases R~z = R:/ 3, where RWis the radius of gyration
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along the cylinder axis, and ~ is that of the chain in bulk solution. One then has

the relation
(62)

where ~ is the radius of gyration as measured in the Vycorpore space and D is the

pore diameterof Vycor (known to be -70A). Thus Eq.(62) provides a method fix

testing the relationship of the measured radii of gyration of the individual chains in

Vycor and in the bulk solution,and was found to be satisfied extremely well for the

different molecular weightsstudied. Thus one can concludethat the chains were in

the conformation of ideal overlapping squeezed cigars. This conclusion was

confirmedby also fittingthe S(Q) of the individual chains in the regime DcQ-l<~

to a “cylindrical” Guinier model.

4 Surfaces and Interfaces

To study inhomogeneities (such as roughness, islands on clusters, capilky wave

fluctuations,etc.) on surfacesand interfiwes,the techniqueanalogous to small-angle

scattering (SAS) is off-specdar X-ray or neutron reflection at small angles.

(Specular reflectivi~ studies, which in general measure the laterally avemged

density profile - to the surfaceare discussed in the Iectureby McMorrow). As

we shall see, off-specularor dif@e surihce scattering probes the height-height

correlation function fw sudiwefluctuations,just as as SAS probes density-density

correlation functions in the bulk.”

To see this, consider a single interthcebetween two media of SLD’S PIP2

respectively so that the contrast Ap = (pl - p2 ). Since Q is small, we may again

neglect the atomic or molecularstructure of the media and assume that the only

density fluctuation in the system is across the interface. Then, 13mmthe Born

Approximation expressionfor S(Q) given by Eq. (5), we may obtain by integrating

over the z coordinates,
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(412 JJJJdxdydx’ dy’ eS(Q) = — iQ, (6z(x.Y)-Sz(x’,Y’ ))e4Q. (x-x’ )+QY(Y-Y’I

Q:
(63)

where 2 represents the axis normal to the avemge surt%ceand 6z(x, y) is the

height fluctuationat lateralposition (x$y)about this averagesurface. Let us assume .

such fluctuations have a random Gaussian distribution. Carrying out a statistical

average yields an integrandwhich depends only on the * separation (X,Y) &

the coordinates (xy) and (x’, y’) andwe obtain

-AQ$g(R) -i(QxX+Qyy)(AP)2JJ~dYe * e
S(Q) = A—

Q:
(64)

where

g (R)= ([~z(Xy) - ~Z(M)]2) (65)

R= (X,Y) and A is the surfacearea. Now g(R) can be writtenas

g(R) = 2C2 - 2C(R) (66)

when C52is the mean-squareroughness of the surfiwe([~z(x, y)]2), and C(R) is

the height-heightcorrelationfimction

C(R) = (bz(x,y)~z((),o)) (67 )

By Eqs. (65) and (66), we obtain

W -Q~02JJ~dyeQ:C(R)e-i(Qxx+QyYJ ~681S(Q) = A ~2 e
z

Since C(R) -+ 00, the integral in Eq. (68) contains a delta function corresponding

to specular reflectivity,which can be explicitly removedby subtracting unity liurn

the integrand in Eq. (68) to yield the diffuse component.

Then,
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Quite oflen, Q, (the component of Q out of the scattering plane) is effectively

integratedover by having wide open slits in this direction, in which case Eq. (69)

involves only a 1D integral over X. The generalization of Eq. (69) to multiple

intert%es (fm thin films and multilayers) is straightforwardm$]but will not be

discussed here. For scattering at very smalI Qz, the Born Approximation fails and

must be nqked by the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA),47which

leads to a mo&fication of Eq. ( 69). The m.aderis mfenedto relk. [ 47], [48] and

[58] for fither details.

The assumptionof a self-affinetlactal surfkceas given by Eq. (47) (modified lb

a finite roughnesscorrelation length ~ yields

g(R) = 2G2(1 - e-(~’<)2’) (70)

which leads to an explicit form for C(R)

C(R) = ~2e-(R/@h (71)

involvingbasically3 parametersto characterizethe surfhceroughness, namely G,~

and h. This often works reasonably well in describing the results of surfhce

roughness measurementsby either scattering or AFM or STM methods.~’ss For

liquid surfaces on the other hand a logarithmicform of C(R) usually holds.

5 Scattering by Non-Gaussian Surface Fluctuations

Manykinds of stices havespecificsurfhcefeaturesthat cannotbe discussed within

the random gaussian self-rdlinemodel of roughness discussed, in Section 4.

Examples are surfiices with islands of fixed or variable heights above the dmnce

surface,surfaceswith pits (as in the case of corrosion), surfaceswith steps, etc. In

order to discuss the scattering tium such surfacesin the Born Approximation, we

must go back to the basic formula for S(Q) given in Eq. (63). Let us for the
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moment imagine that the height tlmction ~ z(x,y) for the interfh has a bimodal

distribution, being O with probability P,(x,y) and A with probability Pz(x,y)= 1-

P,(x,y), (This correspondsto islands of fixed height A across the interface),

Then Eq. (63) maybe writtenas

s(q) = ~~~~dy{[fi(o~o)pl(xty) + P2(IMW(X,Y)]+ pl(0,0)P2(x.y)e-h*A+ P2(0,0)P1(X,yXb*A}

xe -i(QZX+QXY
(72)

Writing $ for the fktional coverageof islands, we may express the above in terms

of the twodiiensionrd analogue~x,y) of the Debye correlationfimctionrelated to

the probabili~ of crossing over fivm no island to an island within a relative

separation of (zy), and obtain

S(Q) = S,=(Q) + Sti~Q) (73)

where

A47r2@P)2 @)~(QY)[l -4$(1 - ~)Sin2(Q.2A/2] ~74)
%W(Q}=

Q.*

A(Ap)2
Sdiff(Q)= ~ (1 -@)Sin2(Q~A/2)J~ dxdyyo(x, y)e-i(Qxx+Qyy)

z (75)

Note that the longitudinaldiffhsescattering (Qz@ s O)has a modulation along Q.

with period (2dA) which is exactly out of phase with a similar modulation in the

specular reflectivity. This is in contrast to the case of conformalroughness, where

the Kiessig fringes in the specularand the difikseare in phase. The above theory

can be easily generalized to the case of a film with islands deposited on a substrate,

and to include roughness fluctuations as well. The expression for the specular

reflectivitymay be writtenas
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R(Q,) =
167c2

{
~ pi2e-Qz2u12[1- 4$(1 - $)Sin2(QzA/2)1 + (pz - pl )2e-Q’2uZ2
Q,

+2P1(PI -P* )e ‘Q’2(u’2+a22)[$Cc)s(QZ(t +A)+(l-@)Cos(QZt)]} ~76)

where t is the total film thickness, pl is the fihn eIectrondensity, pz that of the

substrate and CT],uz are respectively the roughness values at the filmhir and

fihnlsubstrate interfaces. This reflectivity expression yiel& both the rapid Kiessig

liinges, as well as modulations due to the islands on the surfb. Fig. 12 shows

the specular reflectivity and longitudinal diffise scattering f?om a polymer film

decorated with such islands,where both the Kiessig fkinges(which appear in phase

in the specular and the diffise scatteringdue to cotiormal roughness of the film and

substrate) and the “islandmodulations” (which are out of phase in the specular and

in the difhse) are observedfi Fig. 13shows transversediffie scans (rocking curves)

obtained for another system studied, namely a copper film in contact with an

electrolyte in an electrochemicalcell to which a negative (oxidizing) voltage is

applied, as a function of the time for the appIied voltages’ It may be seen that side

_ ~w in tie di- scatteringon either side of the specularreflection. These

are a consequenceof the pit correlations,which are reflectedin a peak in the Fourier

transform of the yO(x$y)fimction.
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Figure Captions

Fig.] Schematicof chorddistributionmodelrepresentinga bicontittuousmediumcomposed

of media 12.

Fii (a) ScaledS(Q) fortwo silicagels on a log-log pI@ showingasymptoticQ“ behavior

(fromRef [12]). UnfilIedsquaresrepresentunscaleddata for silicagcl of nominally

4(IA poresizq rMsriaksdenotereacaleddata for silicagel of nominally4000A pore

size. (b)S(Q) fordryVycorglass on a log-log plot(opencircles)showing a deviation

Som Porod’sLawaboveO.OS&*withQ4”’behavior(fromRef. [17]).

Fi&3 ElectronMicrographof Silicagel%4000 at (fromRef. [12]).

F@4 Trrmsmissiinelectronmicrograph(TIM) of a thktsectionof Vycorglass. (FromRef.

[15]).

Fig.5 S(Q) for a seriesof silicagels made in DzO at differentpH, es indicated. The silica

volume t%actionforeach sample is also denotedon the graph. The solid curves are

ftk of Eq. (49)tothedatawithD = 2.22,2.13 and2.03for the pH 5.35,5.45 and 5.99

samplesrcapcctively(FromRef. [26]).

Fig.6 SchematicdiagramforS@ of a systemof had clusters. &is the clustersize and a

is thesize of a constituentsolidparticleinthecluster.

Fig.7 S(Q) (arbitraryunits)for a contrast-matchingbinarylutidine/watermixturenear the

criticalconcentrationinaideVycor glass, as a functionof temperature.(From Ref.

[44]).
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